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7.3.1. Valkyrie, Act II, scene 4

Alfred Lorenz (1924), in his well-known treatise Das Geheimnis der Form bei Rich-
ard Wagner, developed a method of exploring Wagner’s musical texture as large, 
closed totalities. As such, his aim is quite praiseworthy, but the method remains 
constrained in its realization Regardless of this fact, let us not totally reject Lorenz’s 
study, since he succeeded in clarifying many problems of Wagner’s formal lan-
guage. Particularly valuable is the chapter in which he ponders the role of melody 
in musical formation. His discussion ends with a statement about the emergence 
of endless melody: “... the melody does not cease with the song, but continues in 
breathing points, in the orchestration. Even in singing very often the main effect is 
in the orchestra, when namely the innermost core of the soul, which is followed by 
the orchestral melodic activity, is more powerful than any external verbal expres-
sions” (Lorenz 1924: 69-70). Such a melody might be called a “modal” melody in our 
semiotic sense, given that it is based upon that continuity of modalities which cre-
ates the virtual reality of opera: “This melody, which is not sung, acquires the na-
ture of a symphonic ‘melos’ and influences the whole musical event. The symphonic 
melos appears also as a latent melody, which is the sum of symphonic motifs and 
their elaboration. This melos, which incessantly breaks off from the orchestral sym-
phony, is at same time the soul enlivening the whole work. The vocal song is only a 
part of it” (ibid.). Lorenz has caught something quite essential about the nature of 
Wagner’s art of “continuous transition”. It follows from his comments that the orchestra 
can be seen as a kind of collective actor that interacts with the actors on stage, a kind of super- or arch-
actor, who evaluates and modalizes everything (similar to the way, nowadays, that the dramatic music 
of CNN-TV News helps in coloring world events).

 What is quite lax about Lorenz’s formal analysis is that the units of segmentation, Stollen and 
Abgesang, are of arbitrary length, as long or as short as necessary to fit the situation. This is arbitrari-
ness is quite peculiar, given that Wagner himself, in Meistersinger, described precisely how long Stol-
len and Abgesang must be (Act Two, scene with Hans Sachs and Walter v. Stolzing). The expansion 
of these units to cover any and all formal elements is thus quite artificial, as the following diagram 
shows:

Figure 63. Arbitrary lengths of Stollen and Abgesang in a scene, according to Lorenz.
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 What really happens in this scene, both musically and dramatically? The following three ac-
tors appear on stage: Brünnhilde (Subject S1), Siegmund (Subject S2) and Sieglinde (Subject S3). 
The last mentioned remains silent through the whole scene, exhausted and asleep in the foreground. 
Though mute, however, she is present as the third actor implied by the action.

At the beginning of the scene Siegmund is found hovering over the sleeping Sieglinde, and 
Brünnhilde enters in the tempo sehr feierlich und gemessen, leading her horse Ross and progressing 
slowly and solemnly to the foreground. During the first 29 bars of the scene no one says anything on 
stage. Brünnhilde, with a very serious expression, merely looks at Siegmund.

 The so-called Todesmotiv takes a central role in the musical realization of the 
scene. The whole fourth scene is built upon this motif, which is repeated 43 times 
by different instruments. The motif’s structure is interesting insofar as it consists of 
two distantly related chords: D-major (tonic) and F-sharp minor. However, a D-flat 
chord, written enharmonically, acts as dominant of the chord that follows it. To the 
ear the uniting of chords from a flattened and sharpened area produces a strange, 
frightening, almost gruesome effect (similar to the impression made by the enhar-
monic chords in the coronation scene of Boris Godunov). As the motive is repeated, 
the passages form two four-bar units, which Lorenz calls Stollen. There follows a 
third four-bar unit in which the Todesmotiv occurs at the end of the phrase instead 
of the beginning. It is embellished by a serious and beautiful, elegiac motif, which 
Lorenz entitles Sterbegesang. Together all this is equates in his mind to a bar-form.

 This analysis gives the impression of a self-sufficient, closed formal unit. In 
reality, however, the listener probably does not hear these three four-bar phrases as 
an autonomous whole, but rather as an interrupted period of 16 bars, whose last 
four-bar phrase is missing. The Sterbegesang is rather like a question thrown into 
the air, for which one awaits an answer:

Figure 64. “Sterbegesang” motif in Die Walküre.

 In the third phrase a modulation into D-flat major occurs, the key of Valhalla, its leitmotif 
reminding the spectator of the actantial role of Brünnhilde as the helper of her sender, Wotan. This is 
followed by Brünnhilde’s exhortation: “Siegmund! Sieh’auf mich! Ich bin’s der bald du folgst.” Sieg-
mund asks “Wer bist du, sag! die so schön und ernst mir erscheint?” A question that strengthens my 
hypothesis about the interrupted nature of the Sterbegesang.

 Brünnhilde replies by issuing an order, which this time she euphorizes by 
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telling Siegmund that Valhalla is the place of “nobles”. In her story, too, the music 
moves into B major. In the eight-bar transition, Siegmund’s Wälsunga-motif is evoked, freely var-
ied. The music has so far been slow, extremely lingering, halted by long pauses. Now 
the action settles into clear, four-bar phrases, in which Siegmund asks questions 
and Brünnhilde answers, describing Valhalla with rosy colours. Then Siegmund’s 
last question changes everything: “Begleitet den Bruder die bräutliche Schwester? 
umfängt Siegmund Sieglinde dort?” Siegmund’s questions are in sharpened keys, 
Brünnhilde’s answers in flattened ones. The shifts between them are abrupt and 
unprepared. Siegmund welcomes Valhalla, but the key of his answer, which is not 
in the tonal isotopies of G-flat or B-flat major of Valhalla, reveals what he is really 
thinking. Therefore his is a “false welcome”; it ends with a rejection, which sur-
prises Brünnhilde, but not the listener: “Zu ihnen folg’ich dir nicht!” This, of course, 
is not the only case in which music reveals the truth, while an actant on stage says 
otherwise. 

 The fight between Brünnhilde and Siegmund begins in earnest, and the mu-
sic becomes more agitated. In general, the tension culminates with the typically 
Wagnerian diminished-seventh chord, from which one may move to a variety of 
other sonorities. Such chords also form false cadences, pushing the music forward, 
without the expected resolution. The point of rest does not come, but is shifted to a 
new “wave” in the musical course. At the end, the music stays on the dominant-sev-
enth chord in B-flat minor when Siegmund despairs (Er beugt sich mit hervorbrech-
endem Schmerze zärtlich aber Sieglinde). The tonic never arrives, the music passes 
directly to the next section, and the opening tempo returns.

 A change has taken place in Brünnhilde’s mind, as she observed Siegmund’s 
passionate despair. “So little you respect the eternal will? Is that poor woman ev-
erything to you?” She does not say the scornfully, however, but in a manner that conveys how 
much she is upset (erschüttert). Thereafter the music starts again in a continuous triplet figuration. The 
Sterbegesang returns, now twice as fast and provided with the answer which was lacking at the begin-
ning, and with the melody reaching its highest point:

Figure 65. Completed phrase of Sterbegesang.

 This reflects the firmness of Siegmund’s decision: he no longer asks anything, but only states 
bitterly his decision. Brünnhilde still tries to persuade Siegmund, but now her speeches take on the 
same passionate melodic flow as Siegmund’s, and are even transposed into his key. Again, this reveals 
better than any words the fact that he has already given up. Finally Siegmund pulls his sword and 
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makes up his mind to kill with one stroke both Sieglinde and the new life in her. In this section the ac-
tors no longer guide the music with their vocal parts; the symphonic melos has overcome them. Their 
dialogues are like obbligato-parts, mere attachments to the dense and dramatic musical texture.

 When Siegmund raises the sword Brünnhilde, “overcome by a most fervent compassion” 
(mit heftigsten Sturm des Mitgefühls), asks him to stop. In the music occurs a dramatic stretto, in 
which the Todesmotiv sounds six times consecutively when Brünnhilde exclaims: “Sieglinde lebe und 
Siegmund lebe mit ihr!” Nevertheless when she concedes victory to Siegmund, and we are waiting 
for the A-major tonic in the music, we hear instead a false cadence with a diminished seventh chord. 
This reveals again that Brünnhilde’s promise will never be fulfilled: the music displays what is true 
and what is false. Brünnhilde and her horse rush off stage, while Siegmund remains in a joyfully 
expectant state of mind as the music moves to the A-major tonic, which perhaps can be experienced 
already as the dominant of D minor. The scene ends with the Todesmotiv in its original form, and D 
minor is confirmed at the beginning of the next (fifth) scene.

 Now we are ready to analyze this scene further. What is it all about? Musically the entire 
scene is situated between two extreme poles: extremely slow, non-inchoate (non-
starting) action and a terminative action that is extremely imposing, passionate, 
and penetrating. The orchestration goes from a choral texture, dominated by the 
brass, into tutti effects of the full orchestra. At first the music is segmented into 
short, clear-cut phrases, at the end into broad and irregular lines, such that it is no 
longer pertinent to count the number of bars. Any analysis which does not account 
for these inner dynamisms cannot describe the true musical process.

 As to content, what is involved is the rejection of normal communication; 
that is to say, the interlocutors do not accept the roles to which they have been as-
signed. The whole is an effort to force one to bend to the other’s will. Therefore, it 
constitutes a persuasive or manipulative communication. At the same time, it is lit-
erally a fight about life and death. However, “life” and “death” are not unambiguous 
categories, but are both provided with their proper negations. For Siegmund, life 
without Sieglinde is “not-life”; correspondingly, for Brünnhilde the hero’s death is in 
fact a “not-death”, in view of the eternal joys of Valhalla. Greimas’s semiotic square 
can help to elucidate the fundamental semantic structure in our example:

Figure 66. Semiotic square: Life and death in Die Walküre.

Siegmund, however, refuses to accept the offer of “not-death”, i.e., the chance 
to follow Brünnhilde to Valhalla. For her part, Brünnhilde cannot understand what 
would tempt Siegmund to remain with Sieglinde, who as a Valkyrie had nothing to 
do with men.

 These principles have their counterparts in various keys: the key of life, A 
major (dominant of D minor), and the F-sharp major at the end. The key of the dys-
phoric life which is only awaiting death, i.e., of not-life, is D minor (as the Todes-

Life Death

Not death Not life
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motiv of the beginning). Death’s key, in turn, is E-flat minor, in which Brünnhilde 
answers Siegmund’s questions. But at the same time the keys of Valhalla, that of 
euphorized death, are D-flat major and B-flat major. We can insert the proper keys 
on our square:

Figure 67. Semiotic square: Semantic values of keys in Die Walküre.

 The Todesmotiv, by uniting two distant key areas, tries to combine in one 
lexeme two opposing semantic categories. This ambivalence explains its enigmatic, 
gloomy, ahnungsvoll (Goethe’s term) nature, in another transformation between two 
opposing poles. Using the terms of Greimas’s narrative grammar, we get two situ-
ations: S V 0 or S ∩ 0: Brünnhilde wants to conjoin Siegmund to an object (death) 
which he finds dysphoric, but she describes it to him as euphoric.

 Using Greimas’s semiotic formalism we can describe the unfolding of the 
whole scene in terms of its situations of communication. In this analysis we also 
use the interesting formal method of describing dialogues, as elaborated by Roland 
Posner (1992), which accounts for modalities as well. His distinction of various 
genres of communication – such as declarative, interrogative, affirmative, etc. – 
prove especially informative, when slightly transformed and supplemented.

 Brünnhilde’s first speech is obviously declarative, an exhortation or command: “Siegmund! 
Sieh’auf mich.” It contains the modality of ‘must’, whereas the continuation refers to ‘know’ in its 
role of forecasting: “Ich bin’s der bald du folgst.” The formalization would thus be as fol-
lows: Slf → [S2d ∩ O]. Brünnhilde does (f) something: she encourages or announces 
such that subject S2 (Siegmund) will or must be soon be conjoined to the object O 
(death), which, however, is not yet revealed to subject S2.

 Siegmund’s answer is both question and demand: “Wer bist du, sag, die so schön und ernst 
erscheint?”: S2 vs [S1 = O eu./dys.]. In other words: S2 wants to know (vs = vouloir/savoir) what or 
who the object is, the latter being at the same time both euphoric (schön) and dysphoric (ernst). Con-
tinuing in this manner, we may formalize the whole scene as follows:

7.3.2. Todesverkundigung scene: A modal-narrative formalization

section / function / type of discourse / formalizations

I (bars 1-29) 

Function  introductory, preparative; the now-moment of action: the topos of 
Angst (D minor /F-sharp minor) 

A major, F-sharp major
Life

E-flat minor 
Death

Not death
D-flat major, B-flat major

Not life
D-minor
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Discourse  intentional

Formalisation   S1 ∨S2 (∧ S3); S1e → [S2]

Interpretation  Brünnhilde’s look shows that she intends something but the 
modality of this intention is not revealed.

II (29-37) 

Function   inchoative, phatic (opening of communication) 

Discourse   announcement, order: declarative/ 

Formalisation   S1 sf → [S2 d ∧ O]

Interpretation   S1 sf = S1 is the subject of knowing and shares 
her knowledge with S2.

III (38-41)

Function   inchoative (being) 

Discourse  question, order: interrogative

Formalisation   S2 vs e [S1 = O euf./dysf.]

Interpretation  S2 wants to know who S1 is; the latter appears with thymique values of euphoria 
(Schön) and dysphoria (Ernst).

IV (42-47)

Function   inchoative doing 

Discourse   answer: responsive and declarative

Formalisation   S1 f → [S1 vF → (S2d ∧ Odysf.)]

V (48-55) 

Function   durative doing 

Discourse   narrative

Formalisation   S1 fs (S2) → [S2d ∧ O euf]

Interpretation  S1, or Brünnhilde, transforms 0, death, from dysphoric to euphoric by uniting 0 to a 
euphoric heterotopos (elsewhere), in this case, Valhalla.

VI (56-68)
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Function   interruptive or quasi-terminative; being is dysphorized by a quotation of the 
Wälsunga motif Discourse   meditative: information pondered in an apparently affirmative 
way, admittedly Formalisation   S2 pv e (affirm) [S1ld] → S2 ∨ nonf [S1 
d(declar.)]

Interpretation  S2 seems to be willing to accept the ‘must’ or declaration presented by S1, but then 
changes his mind or refuses to affirm S1’s declaration, message or announcement as such, without 
other conditions (“... Siegmund wendet sich endlich mit Entschluss wieder zu ihr”).

VII (69-73) 

Function   durative (communication established between S1 and S2; the sign of which is 
the 

indexicalization of music, i.e., its becoming more fluid, tensional 

Discourse   interrogative

Formalisation   S2 vsf (interrog.) → [Slf → (Sn ∧ O)]

Interpretation  Siegfried wants to know (vsf) the place, O (death could also be called an isotopy or a 
particular topos) to which heroes (Sn) are brought (conjuncted).

VIII (74-80) 

Function   durative, de-
tensional

Discourse   declarative, 
narrative, responsive 

Formalisation   S1 f(declar.) → 
[Af(Sn=S2 & S2) d ∧ O euf]

Interpretation  A = actor, here Walvater, who has chosen S2 as the hero to be taken (Sn). S1 announc-
es the euphoric topos of Valhalla. The key topos of S1 is here the same as that of S2, which means that 
Si euphorizes the Angst topos of S2, F-sharp minor (and D minor) moving into E major.

IX (81-85) 

Function   durative, ten-
sional

Discourse   interrogative, 
but implicitly affirmative

Formalisation   S2 f → [S2f(affirm.) = Sn & S2f(interrog) ∧ A)

Interpretation  S2 first admits indirectly to 
being the hero in question, Sn, but 
then asks whether he will be conjunc-
ted merely to actor A.
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X (86-91) 

Function   durative, de-
tensional

Discourse   affirmative, 
narrative, declarative

Formalisation   S1f (decl./nar-
rat.) → [S2 ∧ Sn...]

XI (92-95) 

Function   durative, tensional

Discourse   interrogative 

Formalisation   S2f (interrog.) → [S2 ∧ A]?

XII (96-97) 

Function   durative, detensional 

Discourse   affirmative

Formalisation   S1f (declar.) → S2 ∧ → A]

XIII (100-104) 

Function   durative, repetitive 

Discourse   interrogative 

Formalisation   S2f (interrog.) → [S2 ∧ AF] ?

Interpretation  S2 has almost been per-
suaded to accept the message; i.e., he 
has almost become the actant object 
of S1.

XIV (105-115) 

Function   durative, de-
tensional

Discourse   affirmative, 
narrative, declarative

Formalisation   S1 e (declar./narrat.) → [I=W; Am...]
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Interpretation  isotopy I = Valhalla, which consists of actors Am..., the “wish maidens” (Wunschmäd-
chen).

XV (116-133) 

Function   durative, detensional (!)

Discourse   interrogative (but implicitly affirmative)

Formalisation   S2 f (interrog.) → [S1f → (S2 ∧→ S3)] ?

Interpretation   a modal transformation in which Angst has become hope.

XVI (134-140) 

Function   durative – (detensional) terminative

Discourse   negation, declarative, in other words the object or isotopy (Valhalla) is re-
vealed to S2

Formalisation   S1 f (declar.) → [S2d ∧ O & ∨ S3]

Interpretation   in music a firm cadence into E flat minor

XVII (141-145) 

Function  transition (in the music: the Schwesterliebe motif i: S2 ∧ S3 and Wäl-
sunga motif. S2 ∨ S3)

Discourse   affirmative

Formalisation   S2 ∨f(affirmat.) → [S2 ∧ S3]

Interpretation  S2 wants, with his non-verbal behaviour, to confirm his conjunction to and love for 
S3: “... Siegmund neigt sich sanft über Sieglinde, küsst sie leise auf die Stern”.

XVIII (146-161) 

Function   terminative

Discourse   negation, rejective, declarative

Formalisation I  First level (verbal discourse):

S2p (= paraître)f(declar.) → [S1declar.]; S2 non-f → [S1]

Interpretation  S2 at first pretends to accept the declaration (pf) of Sl, but then rejects it (non-f).

Formalisation II  Second level (musical discourse):

S2 ∨f (declar.) → [S2 ∧ S3; nonS1f]
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Interpretation  the musical discourse, which ‘knows’ more than the verbal one, uncovers the truth by 
placing the reply of S2 into E major, the key of “life”.

XIX (162-167) 

Function  inchoative (the beginning uncertainty of S1 – in the music, the figure of disquiet – is a 
sign that S1 does not accept the rejection of S2), tensional

Discourse   directive

Formalisation   S1f (direct.) → [S2 d ∧ S1 & Odys]

Interpretation  the object to which S2 must be conjuncted is now barely dysphoric; from here on, 
modal segments get longer; the emphasis of narration shifts from outer to inner action.

XX (168-175) 

Function   quasi-terminative (ends with a false cadence), tensional

Discourse   declarative

Formalisation  S2 vF /declar.) → [S2 ∧ S3; non S2 ∧ S1]; a false cadence at the Todesmotiv 
S2 f(rejective) → [S2 ∧ Odys.]

XXI (176-211) 

Function   durative, tensional, active

Discourse   directive and rejective alternate very densely

Formalisation   S1 f (declar.) → [S1∨ → S2s (interpret.) → d Odys.]

Interpretation  S1 announces that S2 must interpret her appearance as a sign of inevitable death;

Formalisation   S2 f (interrog.) → [S1declar. (A → S2 ∧ 
Odys.)] 

Interpretation  S2 asks who is actor A, which conjuncts him to the dysphoric object O, or death);

Formalisation   S1 f(declar.) → [A = H];S2 f(reject.) → [S1 
declar.]

S1 f(direct) → [S1 declar.] & S2 psf 

(paraître savoir) (reject) → [S1 declar.]

Interpretation  S2 interprets the diminished seventh chord in bar 200 in favour of himself by channel-
ing the musical discourse into the key of life, B major.

Formalisation   S2 f (declar.) → [S2 ∧ aO)

Interpretation   S2 announces that he possesses an auxil-
iary object, a “sword”.
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Formalisation   S1 f (declar.) → [non aO; Aw vf → (S2 /∧ 
Odys.)]

S2 e(affirm.) → [S1 direct. (S2 ∧ Odys.)

Interpretation   S2 accepts the declaration/order of S1.

XXII (212-242) 

Function   durative, Angst topos, tensional

Discourse   affirmative

Formalisation   S2 e (affirm.) S1 f(declar./dys.)

Interpretation  the section depicts the modal state of S2 not as an agent but as a pathemic subject: he 
accepts the dysphoric declaration of Sl; music: the gloomy key topos of death: B-flat minor.

Formalisation   S2 f (neg.) → [S2 ∨, non-p, ∨ Odys.]

XXIII (243-254) 

Function  non-savoir, inchoative or terminative (?); one does not know whether this section be-
gins something new or ends something old

Discourse   detensional, weakening 

Formalisation  S1 f (interrog.) → [S2 ∨ ∧→ S3]

Interpretation  S1 for the first time asks a question – this reflects her uncertainty and change of mind 
(erschüttert); in fact, the choice has already been made.

XXIV (255-323) 

Function   durative (but teleological, goal-directed) tensional 

Discourse   a dense alternation of rejective and affirmative

Formalisation   S2 f (reject.) → [S2 v∨ S1dys.]

S1 vf (affirm./direct.) → [S1 ∧ S3]

Interpretation   S1 admits that S2 is right and she wants to 
rescue S3.

Formalisation   S2 non v f(reject.) → [S1 ∧ S3]

S1 vf (affirm./direct.) → [S1 ∧ S3]

Interpretation  S1 utilizes her knowledge about the conjunction of S2 and S3.

Formalisation   S2 vp f → [(S2 ∨ S3; S2 → (neg.) S3]

S1 f (affirm./direct.) → [S2 non d∨S3; S2 ∨ S3; non-Odys.]
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XXV (324-386)

Function   terminative, tensional

Discourse   great affirmation

Formalisation   S1 f (affirm) → [S2 ∧ S3]

 I should like to pay attention to one more interesting sign in the musical discourse, namely, the 
role of diminished seventh chords in the aforementioned scene and in general in Wagner. One means 
by which he creates “the art of continuous transition” is based upon the use of diminished seventh 
chords. As is known, each tone of that chord can serve as a leading tone, and can resolve or continue 
from it in multiple directions. In principle, in the aforementioned scene Wagner uses the diminished 
seventh chord as a dramatic effect to describe the “tensionality” of the action. Nevertheless, when the 
discourse climaxes with this chord, the listener cannot anticipate to which key or spatial “topos” the 
music will proceed thereafter:

Figure 68. Various diminished seventh chords in Die Walküre.
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 A literary interpretant 
(or rather argument) from Marcel 
Proust’s novels relates to the discus-
sion at hand. The author’s prose often 
has been called “Wagnerian”, which 
may be taken to mean that he moves 
his protagonists and actors contra-
puntally, as Wagner does his leitmo-
tifs. There is another, more concrete 
way, however, in which Proust resem-
bles Wagner’s “musical prose”. Proust 
typically lays out an exalted aesthetic 
description, full of poetic metaphors, 
which at its climax turns abruptly 
towards irony and parody, in such 
a way that a key word is interpreted 
again in a quite new and unexpect-
edly prosaic context. We find numer-
ous illustrations of this in the series 
A la recherche du temps perdu. For 
instance, in L’amour de Swann (Du 
cote de chez Swann, deuxième partie, 
Paris: Gallimard 1954: 421-422), the 
composer Vinteuil’s “small phrase” is 
held as an inexpressively impressive 
phenomenon, until one comes to the 
following statement:

... Quand la phrase se fut enfin défaite, flottant en lambeaux dans les motifs suivants qui déjà avaient 
pris sa place, si Swann au premier instant fut irrité de voir la comtesse de Mon teriender, célèbre par 
sa naiveté, se pencher vers lui pour lui confier ses impressions avant même que la sonate fut finie, il ne 
put s’empecher de sourire, et peut-être de trouver aussi un sens profond qu’elle n’y voyait pas, dans les 
mots dont elle se servit. ... merveillé par la vir tuosité des exécutants, la comtesse s´écria en s’adressant 
a Swann: “C’est prodigieux, je n’ai jamais rien vu d’aussi fort ....” Mais un scrupule d’exactitude lui 
faisant corriger cette première assertion, elle ajouta cette reserve: “rien d’aussi fort ... depuis les tables 
tournantes!”

(So that, when the phrase 
came unravelled at last, floating in 
shreds in the motifs which followed 
and had already taken its place, if at 
first Swann was irritated to see the 
Comtesse de Monteriender, famous 
for her naïve remarks, lean towards 
him to confide her impressions even 
before the sonata had ended, he 
could not keep from smiling, and 
perhaps also found a deeper mean-
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ing that she did not see in the words 
she used. Awestruck by the virtuosity 
of the performers, the Comtesse ex-
claimed to Swann: “It’s amazing, I’ve 
never seen anything so powerful …” 
But a scruple for accuracy causing 
her to correct her first assertion, she 
added this reservation: “anything so 
powerful … since the table-turning!”) 
(Translated by Lydia Davis, The Way 
by Swann’s: 355)

 Similar passages easily can be found elsewhere in Proust. The way he plays with the ambigu-
ity of certain words (as above, with the word “execution”) is tightly analogous to the way Wagner op-
erates with different resolutions and interpretations of diminished seventh chords.


